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Introduction
Monitoring is not equal to event management. However monitoring complements event management
and potentially monitoring has broader coverage than event management. For example, monitoring
tools will check the status of the device to ensure that it is operating within acceptable limits, even if
that device is not generating events. Monitoring could also be collecting metric over time for trending
purposes that may NOT be treated as an event.
Event Management activities in general cover the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Event Occurs
o Events occur continuously, but not all of them are detected or registered. It is,
therefore, important that everybody involved in designing, developing, managing and
supporting IT services and the IT infrastructure that they run on understands what
types of events need to be detected
Event Detection and Notification
o Once an event notification has been generated, it will be detected by an agent
running on the same system, or transmitted directly to a management tool,
specifically designed to read and interpret the meaning of the event
Event Filtering
o The purpose of filtering is to decide whether to communicate the event to a
management tool or to ignore it. If ignored, the event will usually be recorded in a log
file on the device, but no further action will be taken
Event Classification or Significance of Events
o Categorization of the significance of an event. Every organization will have its own
categorization, but it is suggested that at least 3 broad categories be represented:
§ Informational: Event that does not require any action and does not
represent an exception. There are typically stored in the system or service
log files and kept for a predetermined period. Example, A device has come
online or a transaction is completed successfully
§ Warning: An event is generated when a service or device is approaching a
threshold. Warnings are intended to notify the appropriate person, process
or tool so that the situation can be checked and appropriate action taken to
avoid an exception. For example, memory utilization on a server is currently
65% and increasing; or the collision rate on a network has increase by 15%
in a short period of time
§ Exception: An exception means that a service or device is currently
operating abnormally. Typically this means that an OLA or SLA has been
breached and the business has been impacted. For example, a server is
down or a response time of a standard transaction across a network has
slowed to more than 15 seconds
Event Correlation
o If an event is significant, a decision has to be made about exactly what the
significance is and what actions to be taken to deal with it.
Event Trigger: Response Selection
o If the correlation activity recognises an event, a response will be required. Many
types of triggers and each designed specifically for the task it has to initiate, for
example:
§ Scripts that execute specific actions
§ Paging systems that will notify a person or team of an event
§ Incident triggers that generate a record in the incident management system
Review Event
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To check any significant events or exceptions have been handled appropriately, or to
track trends or counts of event types.
Close Event
o

•
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Task 1: Event Detection and Notification
Monitoring paves the way for event detection. If you already have a monitoring defined like what
Sitescope is monitored and what are the metrics, then it is naturally to determine what are the actions
needed to determine what are events need to be detected. These are some the questions that help
to determine if event detection is needed:
•
•
•

What are the Sitescope monitors that need to be logged when there is a change of state?
What are the significance of these events when its state changes?
Is there an even response required when there is a change of state?
o A Yes answered will indicate if that event will need to be detected!

Listing of all Sitescope Monitors and its metrics according to the table below:
Monitor/Health
Indicators
Ping Monitor/Ping
Availability

Metric

Event?

Reasons

% of packets good

Yes

Windows Resources/
Interface Error Rate

Packets Received
Errors

*No

Windows Resources/
Interface Discard Rate
CPU Monitor/ CPU
Load

Packets Received
Discarded
Utilization

***No

Failure of Ping may indicates System
Availability issue that requires
immediate response to restore it
Interface Error Rate from the server
perspective indicates Network
Performance problem that affecting
server. If there is also a network
management tool that monitoring
network, then the network event should
be detected from the network devices
instead of server
Same as above

***No

CPU Utilization up and down
frequently. You will have much more
serious work to follow up other than
CPU Spike
Disk Space Monitor/
Percent full
Yes
Running out of disk space will not only
Disk Space Usage
slow the system but also make the
system unavailable. Disk Usage
doesn’t spike like CPU!
Memory Monitor/
Percent used
Yes
Running out of memory will not only
Memory Load
slow the system but also make the
system unavailable. Memory Load also
doesn’t spike like CPU
SQL Server Monitor/
/.*Cache Hit Ratio.*/
Yes
Knowing the limit cache limit may
Cache Performance
require SQL SME to fine tune cache
memory.
This is require for event detection, if
SME agree that they are require to
perform action to that event.
SQL Server Monitor/
<Not discussing in
Yes/No If an event is significant that require
Other Health Indicator
here>
action, then that event should be
detected
Others......
Others......
Yes/No ........
*** It demonstrates as an example that not all Sitescope metrics required to be treated as an event
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Ping Availability
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Event received by BSM/OMi
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Task 2: Event Lifecycle
Event Lifecycle States are:
•
•
•
•

Open: When an Event is created
In-Progress: A state that is assigned to indicate that an operator is working on the event or
started event investigation
Resolved: A state that is assigned to indicate that an operator has resolved the assigned
event. A resolved event will need to be validated prior to closing it
Closed: An event that is closed will not be displayed in Event Browser

Event Automation Questions:
1) When an event is created, is there a need to auto-assign the event to a given group or
operator?
2) What are the event will need to be automatically forwarded to, may be Incident Management
System?
3) How should be the email notification to be defined during the event lifecycle state transition?
Event automation is customer specific and highly dependent on customer way of event handling. In
this document, we will demonstrate how an agent is handling an event manually.
What do you do with an event?
General Tab
Label
Severity

Lifecycle State

Priority

Assigned Group
Assigned User
Category

Description and explanation
Based on the severity of the original event. It has Critical, Major, Minor,
Warning, Normal and Unknown. For example, the Ping Availability is mapped
to Major in the Sitescope Threshold setting.
During working on the event, typically there isn’t a need to change the severity
as the severity is defined by the source of event based on customer monitoring
framework
State in an Event Lifecycle. It has Open, In-Progress, Resolved and Closed.
User authorizations control the permission to change the lifecycle states. For
Event Analyst can change to In-Progress and Event Coordinator can change to
Closed. Hence, Event Roles will need to be defined based on customer Event
Process Requirements
The following list shows correlation between the states used in the incoming
message:
• Message = Acknowledged; State = Resolved
• Message = owned; State = In-Progress
• Message = neither acknowledged or owned; State = Open
The importance of this event to be looked at! It has Highest, High, Medium,
Low and Lowest.
Event Priority is calculated based on the following:
• Severity of the event
• Business Criticality of the related CI (if available)
• Note: refer to table below for the Event Priority Table
As the time progress and if the event is still unresolved, then an operator may
choose to increase the priority of this event; If there is a change to the severity
of the event or Business criticality of the CI, then Event Priority can be manually
trigger to Recalculate Priority
Name of the group to which the selected event's assigned user belongs.
Name of the user who is responsible for solving the event's underlying problem.
When you select an Assigned User, the Assigned Group is automatically
populated
Name of the logical group to which the event belongs, (for example, Database,
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General Tab
Label

Sub-Category
Control Transferred

Time State
Changed
Type
Duplicate Count

Source CI

Description and explanation
Security, or Network).
Out-Of-Box Sitescope integration, the Category is mapped to <<monitor
types>>
Categorization is important especially when you have event to integrate with
Incident Management. Take a holistic approach in defining categorization
that can sync up between Event and Incident.
Add or Edit Sitescope > Event Mapping Settings to include new or modify Event
Mapping. You may want to create new Event Mapping for each type of
Sitescope Monitor
Name of the logical subgroup (category) to which the event belongs (for
example, Oracle (database), Accounts (security), or Routers (network)).
Out-Of-Box Sitescope integration, the Sub-Category is mapped to <<metric>>
Indicates if the responsibility for the associated event is escalated to a higherlevel manager.
For example, Transfer Control to Service Manager’s Incident Management.
This will require integration to Service Management Incident to be in placed.
A good event management process should significantly reduce the number of
incident records.
Event is derived from monitoring of known problem metric with specific
response or reaction. Only if unknown problem metric that is impacting a
business service will be transferred to Incident for investigation.
Date and time when the last lifecycle state change took place.
String used to organize different types of events within an event category or
subcategory (for example, users or applications, accounts, and security).
This is used for reporting purposes or Event Review Activity
Event is track as a change of state, for example Ping Availability from “Good” to
”Error”, then an Event is created. However, subsequently the Ping Availability
remains as “Error” when Sitescope Monitor run again, no new event or closure
of the existing event will happen.
If there are multiple of event arrived during the creation of an event and these
multiple Ping Availability of events are from “Good” to “Error” status, then one
event will be created with the duplicate count number recorded
Host system where the monitoring agent or probe is running that generated the
selected event.
The link opens the CI Properties dialog box of the CI.

Additional Info Tab
Label
Description and explanation
Application
Application that caused the event to occur.
Unlike the Related CI attribute in Operations Management, which is a direct
relationship to a CI in the RTSM, the application attribute is a simple string-type
attributes from HPOM.
Examples of Application attributes are Oracle, and OS.
Sitescope Out-Of-Box integration will mark it as Sitescope
Key
Key associated with the original HPOM event. It is an identifier used to identify
the message policy. Used for duplicates and for Close Events with Key.
This key explains if there are multiple of messages arrived during the creation
of event, then duplicate count is recorded
For example in Ping Availability Key:
Sitescope:25d4e540-09a4-4b90-ab56-cff24c67499c:% packets
good:Unknown:MAJOR
If there are multiple of message arrived with this key, then it is counted as
duplicate
Close Events with
String used to automatically acknowledge duplicate events or closing a
Key
correspondence event.
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Additional Info Tab
Label
Description and explanation
For example in Ping Availability Close Events Key:
Sitescope:25d4e540-09a4-4b90-ab56-cff24c67499c:% packets good<*>
Any arrival of new event with this key, it will close off any existing event and
create a new event. For example, the Ping Availability status change
“Unknown:Major” to “Unknown:Normal”
Note: <*> is a regular expression!
Solution
Text field used to document solutions to help operators solve the problem
indicated by the event.
Event Priority Table

Impact
NoImpact
Low
MediumLow
Medium
MediumHigh
High

Event Severity
Unknown
Lowest
Lowest
Low
Medium
High
Highest

Normal
Lowest
Lowest
Low
Low
Medium
Medium

Warning
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High

Minor
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High

Major
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Highest
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Medium
Medium
High
High
Highest
Highest
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Task 3: Let’s work on Event

Task 3-1: Understand the incoming event
When an event arrived, it is typically the responsibility of NOC team being the first level support to
work on that event. However, it is also depending customer organization structure where it could
have the owner (infrastructure or application) to take on the responsibility of new arrival of event
depending on type of event or event in relation to a CI.
First step is to understand the incoming event by checking the details of the event like its source of
event, related CI for that event, severity of that event etc.
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Level 1 typically may not have in depth knowledge about how to go about attending to an event,
especially if it is a new hired. Hence, he/she will check whether is there any instructions provided in
the knowledgebase in responding to the arrival of event. If there is any instruction provided, he/she
will use it as a guide to help in troubleshooting.

Should there be any activities that Level 1 has performed manually that he/she want other teams to
be aware of, then he will use the “Add Annotation....” feature to enrich the event details.

Task 3-2: Event Assignment
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An event that is beyond the handling capability of an operator, he/she can assign the event to the CI
Owner of that event. However, the assignment is manually performed by the NOC Operator using a
drop down box. Note: There isn’t any logic to assign to the CI owner Out-Of-Box!

After an event is assigned to Level 2 or Event Analyst, he/she will accept the event by changing the
lifecycle state to “In-Progress” by selecting the Work-On menu.

Note: The lifecycle states are control by the User Permission.
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Task 3-3: Event Investigation and Diagnosis
The assigned Event Analyst can start performing his/her investigation. There is no hard and fast rules
of how should an investigation should be carried out. However, BSM/OMI provides a list of feature to
help the Event Analyst in operating an event.
The Event Analyst can first check on what would be the Business Impact of this event. Right Click on
Event > Show > Business Impact for Related CI. This will help him/her to understanding the
significance of this event and help to prioritize working on events.
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Most events are due to changes in the environment. Hence, the Event Analyst will then conduct
some surface analysis by checking if there are any changes, incident reported or RFC has been
registered in relation to this event.
Note: In order to view Actual Changes, a discovery tool must be in placed to discover and record any
changes to the UCMDB and have this information integrated to RTSM
Note: In order to view Incident and RFC, integration must be in placed to HP Service Manager to
report any open incident or open change in relation to this incident.
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The Event Analyst will then perform a series of troubleshooting activities in relation to the related CI.
These series of troubleshooting, if it is a known “work instructions”, then he/she can just executing it
to validate the results. If it is a series of steps that Event Analyst is carried out (non-documented),
then it is good that he can record it in the annotation. During Event Review, this troubleshooting
knowledge can be translated to a set of tools to be used as Event Actions by other operators.
Note: Tools need to be built and assigned to Related CI.

During event investigation, Event Analyst should also study if there are any others events that have
relationship to this event. This information should be learned and recorded to help improve future
event investigation productivity. The result of this activity will help create additional correlation rules
like TBEC Rules, Suppression Rules, SBEC Rules etc.
Building these rules is not discussed in this document!
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Task 3-4: Event Resolution
When a solution is found for the event, Event Analyst can record its solution so that it serves as a
knowledge base for others. He/she will also set the Event Lifecycle state to indicate that it has been
resolved.
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Task 3-5: Event Closure
A resolved event will need to be validated prior to closing an event. An event can be closed manually
or by the monitoring tool. A matured organization will rely on the monitoring tool to close off an event
by receiving a “good” event to “knock off” any outstanding “bad” events.
An event can also be closed off by NOC Operator (Level 1 Support), after it validated the Service
Health has regain its normal state by closing the event manually.

Note: User Permission will need to configure for who can Assign, Resolve and Close events
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